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THE HOMFLYPT SKEIN MODULE OF COLORED BONDED KNOTS
BOSˇTJAN GABROVSˇEK
Abstract. We equip a knot K with a set of colored bonds, that is, colored intervals properly embedded
into R3 \K. Such a construction can be viewed as a structure that topologically models a closed protein
chain including any type of bridges connecting the backbone residues. We introduce an invariant of
such colored bonded knots that respects the HOMFLYPT relation, namely the HOMFLYPT skein
module of colored bonded knots. We show that both, rigid and non-rigid versions, are R-modules freely
generated by colored Θ-curves and handcuff links. A refined version of the invariant, together with a
set of instructions on how to compute it, is given.
1. Motivation
In this paper we present a topological model, which models, as closely as possible, a closed protein
backbone chain with bonds and compute a HOMFLYPT-type invariant to distinguish between such
structures.
The existence of knotted proteins was first proposed in 1994 [17] and discovered shortly after [16].
Today we know that knotted proteins are not uncommon as approximately 1% of all entries in the protein
data bank (PDB) are knotted [33, 19]. The function of protein knots is not yet completely understood,
but it is hypothesised that knotedness increases thermal and kinetic stability of the molecule [28].
In order to study the topology of a protein backbone, we require that it forms a closed loop, which
also has a natural orientation induced by the amino and carboxyl termini of the protein.
The existence of an unambiguous closure method is still an open question, but common methods are
of probabilistic nature (e.g. [3, 13, 27]), opposed to direct methods (e.g. [33]). In the example in Figure 1
direct segment closure is used. In this paper we assume the proteins are closed by any of these methods,
since closure methods are already thoroughly discussed in [18, 12].
There are recently proposed models that do not involve closing the backbone, for example, virtual
knots [1] and knottoids (open-knotted curves) [31, 11, 12, 10, 9].
The three-dimensional protein structure also consists of bonds tying parts of the peptide backbone.
These bonds have both a structural and functional role and can be of several types: hydrogen bonds,
hydrophobic interactions, salt bridges, disulphide brides, etc. From the perspective of knot theory it
seems imperative that these bonds are encoded into the knotted topological structure itself.
Some of the existing literature that studies such bonds include [29], where the bond is replaced by a
tangle, a similar approach is used in [12], where the underlying structures are (rigid-vertex) bonded planar
knotoids. Taking into consideration only one bond, the topology can be studied via Θ-curves (graphs
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(a) The YBEA methyltransferase
from E. coli (PDB entry 1NS5).
(b) The corresponding topology of the
backbone (closed by a direct segment).
Figure 1. An example of a knotted protein and its backbone topology forming an
oriented right-handed trefoil knot.
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2 B. GABROVSˇEK
(a) Cusp. (b) Bond cusp. (c) Self-tangency. (d) Triple point. (e) Bond crossing.
Figure 2. Forbidden diagram positions.
I←→ I←→ II←→ III←−→
IV←→ IV
′
←−→ V←→ V←→
Figure 3. Reidemesiter moves for bonded links. Although not indicated in the figures,
arcs in moves I, II, III and the free arcs in IV and IV’ can be either link arcs or (colored)
bonds.
with two vertices and three parallel edges [14, 2]): in [3] they identified 7 topologically inequivalent
protein Θ-curve structures and in [22] Θ-curve analysis was used to study knots appearing during DNA
replication. In general, these models either transform the bonded structure to a classical knot or link by
tangle replacement or view the structure as a spatial graph.
The advantages of studying bonded knots, defined in the next section, are:
• bonded knots can contain any number of bonds,
• the coloring function expresses different types of chemical bonds,
• we differentiate between the bond and the backbone strand,
• we take in to account the orientation of the protein,
• the HOMFLYPT skein module is a strong invariant, which also recovers information about the
bonds and the colors.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define non-rigid and rigid versions of colored
bonded knots, in Section 3 we define the HOMFLYPT skein module of non-rigid colored bonded knots,
in Section 4 we define and compute the HOMFLYPT skein module of rigid colored bonded knots, in
Section 5 we compute the HOMFLYPT skein module of non-rigid colored bonded knots, and in Section 6
a refined version of the invariant and examples are given.
2. Bonded knots
A colored bonded knot (or link) is a triple (L,b, χ), where:
• L is an oriented knot (or link) embedded in the three-sphere S3 (or R3),
• b = {b1, b2, . . . , bn} is a set of pairwise disjoint bonds (closed intervals) properly embedded into
S3 \ L,
• χ : b→ N is a coloring function on the bonds.
A bonded link diagram is a regular projection of L and the b’s to a plane with information of un-
der/overcrossings and the coloring. We call a projection regular if it is cuspless and the only multiple
points are finitely many transverse double points not coinciding with vertices (intersections between the
link and the bonds), see Figure 2 for the list of forbidden positions.
The following theorem is a special case of the Reidemeister theorem for spatial graphs:
Theorem 2.1 (special case of Theorem 2.1 in [15]). Two bonded links are ambient isotopic if and only
if their diagrams are related by a finite sequence of (Reidemeister) moves I – V.
In other words, ambient isotopy of bonded links is generated by moves I – V.
We denote by L the set of all colored bonded links and by D the set of all colored bonded link diagrams.
Before attacking the case of bonded knots, we will construct a somewhat combinatorically simpler
object, namely rigid colored bonded knots, which arise if we replace the move V with the move RV
in Figure 4. More precisely, rigid colored bonded knots are equivalence classes L¯ = D/∼, where two
diagrams D1, D2 ∈ D are equivalent iff they are connected through planar isotopy and a finite sequence
of moves I – IV and RV.
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RV←−→
Figure 4. A rigid-vertex version of move V.
As observed by Kauffman in [15], rigid-vertex graphs are indeed easier to study, “The problem of
constructing good invariants in the general case is quite difficult, due to the generation of arbitrary
braiding at a vertex via the extended move V.” Non-rigidity, however, better reflect spatial isotopy and
should be a model for bonded proteins, since the peptide chain has in general some degree of rotational
freedom (see [30]).
3. The HOMFLYPT skein module
The HOMFLYPT polynomial [7] can be regarded as one of the strongest polynomial knot invariants
as both the Alexander polynomial and Jones polynomial can be obtained from it by appropriate substitu-
tions. In the case where the ambient space is not S3, but any other connected and orientable 3-manifold,
the polynomial may not be well-defined. Przytycki [24, 26] and Turaev [32] independently overcame this
problem by introducing the concept of skein modules. In short, we obtain a skein module if we take the
space of all finite linear combinations of links and on this space impose the skein relation through which
the classical HOMFLYPT polynomial is defined. The HOMFLYPT skein module, in particular, is hard
to compute as it has been computed for only a handful of spaces [32, 25, 20, 8] (see also [6, 4, 5, 21]
for algebraic aproaches and similar modules). The concept of a skein module has also been applied to
other knotted structures, such as singular knots [23] (immersed circles in R3 with finitely many singular
points). In the following paragraph we extend the notion of a skein module to colored bonded links.
Let R be a commutative ring with units l and m an let l2 ± ml + 1 and l2 + 1 also be invertible
in R. We denote by R[L] the free R-module spanned by colored bonded links L and by S(R, l,m) the
submodule generated by the following HOMFLYPT skein expression
(H) l + l−1 +m .
The HOMFLYPT expression consists of a linear combination of three links in L that are everywhere the
same, except in a small disk in R2, where they look like the depicted figures. The HOMFLYPT skein
module of bonded links is the quotient module
H(R, l,m) = R[L]/S(R, l,m).
We define the following elementary colored bonded knots with the bond color i:
(1) Θi =
i and Hi = i ,
i.e. the standard oriented Θ-curve and the standard oriented handcuff link Hi.
Let B be the set of all finite products of Θi and Hi:
B =
{ k∏
i=1
Θmii H
ni
i | k ∈ N; ~m,~n ∈ Nk0 \~0
}
∪ {U},
where U is the unknot. These products can be regarded as unordered, since the multiplication operation,
the disjoint sum, is commutative.
We are ready to state our main theorem.
Theorem 3.1. The HOMFLYPT skein module of colored bonded links, H(R, l,m), is a free module
generated by B.
Remark 3.1. If we define pi =
⋃
i∈N{Θi, Hi}, then H(R, l,m) is isomorphic to SRpi, the symmetric
tensor algebra over Rpi. To recall, the tensor algebra TRpi is the graded sum
⊕
i T
iRpi, where T 0Rpi = R,
T 1Rpi = Rpi, T i+1Rpi = T iRpi⊗Rpi and the symmetric tensor algebra is the quotient SRpi = TRpi/(a⊗
b− b⊗ a) (see [26]).
Before attacking the proof of the theorem, we will first prove the version of the theorem for the rigid
case.
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(a) An antiparallel bond. (b) A parallel bond.
Figure 5. The two possible orientations of adjacent arcs define the bond to be either
parallel or antiparallel.
4. The rigid case
The HOMFLYPT skein module of rigid colored bonded links is the module
H¯(R, l,m) = R[L¯]/S¯(R, l,m),
where S¯(R, l,m) is the submodule of R[L¯] generated by the HOMFLYPT skein expression (H).
For a given bond in a diagram, we say that the bond is either parallel or antiparallel, depending on
the relative orientation of the adjacent arcs as depicted in Figure 5. Note that for rigid bonded knots,
this bond property is unchanged under the Reidemeister moves.
In addition to the elementary generators (1), we introduce three new generators that are parallel
versions of Θi and Hi:
(2) Θ¯i = i , Θ¯
∗
i = i , H¯i = i .
Let B¯ be the set of all finite unordered products of Θi, Θ¯i, Hi, and H¯i:
B¯ =
{ k∏
i=1
Θmii Θ¯
m′i
i H
ni
i H¯
n′i
i | k ∈ N; ~m, ~m′, ~n, ~n′ ∈ Nk0 \~0
}
∪ {U}.
We state the following theorem, which we will prove later in this section:
Theorem 4.1. The HOMFLYPT skein module of colored rigid bonded links, H¯(R, l,m), is a free module
generated by B¯.
Lemma 4.1. In H¯(R, l,m) (as well as in H(R, l,m)) the connected sum of two links, L1 and L2 can be
expressed by a disjoint sum L1L2 in terms of the following formula:
L1 L2 = − m
l + l−1
L1 L2 .
Proof. The formula follows from the following computation:
L1 L2
isot.
= L1 L2
(H)
= − 1
l2
L1 L2 − m
l
L1 L2
isot.
= − 1
l2
L1 L2 − m
l
L1 L2 .

The connected sum is not unique in general, it is, however, unique in the skein module, since the
result is independent on the position of where we connect the components.
Let us note that the statement of Theorem 4.1 collapses to that of singular links in [23] if we consider
only uncolored parallel bonds and contract them to a point. Before proving Theorem 4.1, we construct a
somewhat bigger and simpler structure, which will enable us to canonically choose a bond from a colored
bonded link.
Let Lˆ the set of links, where the bonds form a tuple bˆ = (b1, b2, . . . , bd) and the coloring function is
χˆ : (b1, b2, . . . , bd) 7→ (c1, c2, . . . , cd) = c ∈ Nd. For simplicity, we say that the image c is the coloring of
L. Let L and L′ be two ordered bonded links with bonds bˆ = (b1, b2, . . . , bd) and bˆ′ = (b′1, b
′
2, . . . , b
′
d′)
colored by c = (c1, c2, . . . , cd) and c
′ = (c′1, c
′
2, . . . , c
′
d′), respectively. The (ordered) disjoint sum LL
′
forms a link with bonds given by the concatenation bˆ⊕ bˆ′ = (b1, b2, . . . , bd, b′1, b′2, . . . , b′d′) and a coloring
given by c⊕ c′ = (c1, c2, . . . , cd, c′1, c′2, . . . , c′d′) ∈ Nd+d
′
.
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The HOMFLYPT skein module of ordered bonded links, Hˆ(R, l,m), is defined as R[Lˆ] quotiented by
the skein relations. The module Hˆ(R, l,m) has a natural grading given by the number of bonds:
Hˆ(R, l,m) =
∞⊕
d=0
Hˆd(R, l,m),
where terms in Hˆd(R, l,m) consists of classes of links with d bonds. Furthermore, each Hˆd(R, l,m) can
be graded even further by the coloring:
Hˆd(R, l,m) =
⊕
c∈Nd
Hˆd,c(R, l,m).
The next two propositions show that the module Hˆd,c(R, l,m) is freely generated by the set
Bˆd,c =
{
Ac1Ac2 · · ·Acd | Aci ∈ {Θci , Θ¯ci , Hci , H¯ci}, i = 1, . . . , d
}
∪ {U}.
Proposition 4.1. The module Hˆd,c(R, l,m) is generated by Bˆd,c.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on d. For d = 0, we do not have any bonds and the module
corresponds to the HOMFLYPT skein module of classical links in S3 and is thus freely generated by the
unknot U (see [26, 23]).
Let c−d = (c1, c2, . . . , cd−1)1. For the induction step we show that in the module every d-component
link can be expressed as linear combination of products of elements in Hˆd−1,c−d(R, l,m) and elements
in pˆicd = {Θcd , Θ¯cd , Hcd , H¯cd}. In order to show this, we must first isolate the last bond, with index d,
so that it does not contain any crossings (as in Figure 5a and Figure 5b). This can always be achieved
using move IV repetitively.
We split the proof into two cases. First, let the bond be antiparallel. In this case we have the following
equality (as in all subsequent diagrammatic computations, we omit coloring the bonds in all but the first
step):
cd
isot.
=
(H)
= −l2 − lm
(H)
= + lm − lm
(H)
= −l2 − lm + lm − lm
isot.
= −l2 − lm + lm − lm
(3)
Terms on the right-hand side are connected sums with an elementary generator in pˆicd , except the first
and the third term. We transform the third term:
1Notation borrowed from game theory.
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cd isot.=
(H)
= −l−2 − m
l
(H)
= +
m
l
− m
l
(H)
= −l−2 − m
l
+
m
l
− m
l
isot.
= −l−2 − m
l
+
m
l
− m
l
(4)
We solve Equations (3) and (4) for the diagrams on the left-hand side and obtain the solution:
−(l4 + 2l2 + 1− l2m2) = (l3 + l)m
(
+
)
+l2m2
(
+
)(5)
and
−(l4 + 2l2 + 1− l2m2) = (l3 + l)m
(
+
)
+l2m2
(
+
)(6)
Note that (l4 + 2l2 + 1 − l2m2) = (l2 + 1 − lm)(l2 + 1 + lm) is invertible in R. The right-hand side
terms are connected sums with elementary generators from pˆicd . We cut out the elementary generators
from (5) using Lemma 4.1 and obtain:
(7) (l4 + 2l2 + 1− l2m2) (4.1)= l2m2
(
·Hcd + ·Θcd
)
+
l3m3
1 + l2
(
·Θcd + ·Hcd
)
.
From (6) we obtain an equivalent (symmetric) formula:
(8) (l4 + 2l2 + 1− l2m2) (4.1)= l2m2
(
·Hcd + ·Θcd
)
+
l3m3
1 + l2
(
·Θcd + ·Hcd
)
.
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In the second case, when the bond is parallel, we repeat a similar calculation to that of Equation (3),
except that the bottom arc is reversed:
cd
isot.
=
(H)
= − 1
l2
− m
l
(H)
= +
m
l
− m
l
(H)
= −l2 − lm + m
l
− m
l
isot.
= −l2 − lm + m
l
− m
l
(9)
We isotope the bottom right strand under the rest of the diagram and repeat the calculation:
cd
isot.
= = −l2 − lm
(H)
= + lm − lm
(H)
= − 1
l2
− m
l
+ lm − lm
isot.
= − 1
l2
− m
l
+ lm − lm
(10)
We also have the following HOMFLYPT skein relations:
(11) − m
l
− lm (H)= m2
(12)
m
l
(H)
= −lm −m2
(13) lm
(H)
= −m
l
−m2
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Adding Equations (9) and (10) and using Equations (11), (12) and (13) we get after factorizing
(l2 + l−2 + 2−m2) = −(l + 1−1)m
(
+
)
−m2
(
+
)
.
(14)
Again, the elementary generators from the right-hand sides can be cut off using Lemma 4.1. We
obtain the formula:
(15) (l4 + 2l2 + 1− l2m2) (4.1)= l2m2
(
· H¯cd + · Θ¯cd
)
+
l3m3
1 + l2
(
· Θ¯cd + · H¯cd
)
.

In order to show invariance for non-rigid bonded knots in the next section, we will also need a mirror
version of Formula (15). To obtain it, we take the following two HOMFLYPT skein relations:
(16) lm
(H)
= −m
l
−m2
(17)
m
l
(H)
= −lm −m2
Similar as before, we add Equations (9) and (10) and using Equations (11), (16) and (17) we get:
(18) (l4 + 2l2 + 1− l2m2) (4.1)= l2m2
(
· H¯cd + · Θ¯−cd
)
+
l3m3
1 + l2
(
· Θ¯−cd + · H¯cd
)
.
Proposition 4.2. The module Hˆd,c(R, l,m) is freely generated by Bˆd,c.
Proof. We define four R-linear maps gd,0, gd,∞, gd,+, gd,− : Lˆd,c → Lˆd−1,c−d , which locally replace the
last d-th bond of each generator with a non-bond according to the following conventions:
gd,0 : 7→ gd,∞ : 7→
7→ 7→ 0
gd,+ : 7→ 0 gd,− : 7→ 0
7→ 7→
It is easy to see that the maps gd,0, gd,∞, gd,+, and gd,− are well defined (see Theorem 3.1 in [15]).
The most non-trivial case is perhaps invariance of gd,∞ under move RV when the bond is antiparallel.
In this case invariance is due to the fact that the following diagram commutes:
gd,∞
V I,I
gd,∞
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The four maps can be extended R-linearly to maps gd,0, gd,∞, gd,+, gd,− : RLˆd,c → RLˆd−1,c−d , which
induce the following maps on the module:
g∗d,0, g
∗
d,∞, g
∗
d,+, g
∗
d,− : Hˆd,c(R, l,m)→ Hˆd−1,c−d(R, l,m).
On the elementary links Θcd , Θ¯cd , Hcd , and H¯cd maps g
∗
1,0, g
∗
1,∞, g
∗
1,+, and g
∗
1,− take the values
presented in Table 1. In these calculations we used the following two equalities that hold in Hˆ0(R, l,m):
(4.1)
=
−(l + l−1)
m
and
(H)
= − 1
l2
− m
l
(4.1)
=
( l + l−1
l2m
− m
l
)
.
cd cd cd cd
g∗1,0
−(l+l−1)
m U
−(l+l−1)
m
g∗1,∞
−(l+l−1)
m 0 0
g∗1,+ 0
l2−m2l2+1
l3m 0
g∗1,− 0
−(l+l−1)
m 0
Table 1. Values of elementary links Θcd , Θ¯cd , Hcd , and H¯cd on maps g
∗
1,0, g
∗
1,∞, and g
∗
1,±.
Note that for B ∈ Bˆd−1,c−d and b ∈ {Θci , Θ¯ci , Hci , H¯ci} it holds that g∗d(Bb) = Bg∗1(b).
Let us assume that an arbitrary formal sum in Hˆd,c(R, l,m) takes the value 0,∑
A∈Bˆd,c
r(A)A = 0,
where r(A) ∈ R. We apply g∗d,0 to the sum and obtain
0 =
∑
B∈Bˆd−1,c−d
B
(
r(BΘcd) g
∗
1,0(Θcd) + r(BΘ¯cd) g
∗
1,0(Θ¯cd) + r(BHcd) g
∗
1,0(Hcd) + r(BH¯cd) g
∗
1,0(H¯cd)
)
=
∑
B∈Bˆd−1,c−d
B
(
r(BΘcd) + r(BΘ¯cd) +
−(l+l−1)
m r(BHcd) +
−(l+l−1)
m r(BH¯cd)
)
.
(12a)
Similarly we apply g∗d,∞ and obtain
0 =
∑
B∈Bˆd−1,c−d
B
(
r(BΘcd) g
∗
1,∞(Θcd) + r(BΘ¯cd) g
∗
1,∞(Θ¯cd) + r(BHcd) g
∗
1,∞(Hcd) + r(BH¯cd) g
∗
1,∞(H¯cd)
)
=
∑
B∈Bˆd−1,c−d
B
(
−(l+l−1)
m r(BΘcd) + r(BHcd)
)
.
(12b)
By applying the last two maps g∗d,± we obtain
0 =
∑
B∈Bˆd−1,c−d
B
(
r(BΘcd) g
∗
1,+(Θcd) + r(BΘ¯cd) g
∗
1,+(Θ¯cd) + r(BHcd) g
∗
1,+(Hcd) + r(BH¯cd) g
∗
1,+(H¯cd)
)
=
∑
B∈Bˆd−1,c−d
B
(
l2−m2l2+1
l3m r(BΘ¯cd) + r(BH¯cd)
)(12c)
and
0 =
∑
B∈Bˆd−1,c−d
B
(
r(BΘcd) g
∗
1,−(Θcd) + r(BΘ¯cd) g
∗
1,−(Θ¯cd) + r(BHcd) g
∗
1,−(Hcd) + r(BH¯cd) g
∗
1,−(H¯cd)
)
=
∑
B∈Bˆd−1,c−d
B
(
−(l+l−1)
m r(BΘ¯cd) + r(H¯cdB)
)
.
(12d)
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By the induction hypothesis Equations (12a) – (12d) yield the following linear system of equations:
r(BΘcd) + r(BΘ¯cd)− (l+l
−1)
m r(BHcd)− (l+l
−1)
m r(BHcd) = 0
− (l+l−1)m r(BΘcd) + r(BHcd) = 0
l2−m2l2+1
l3m r(BΘ¯cd) + r(BHcd) = 0
− (l+l−1)m r(BΘ¯cd) + r(BHcd) = 0
The determinant of this system is l−5m−3(l2 + lm + 1)2(l2 − lm + 1)2, which is invertible in R. It
holds r(BΘcd) = r(BΘ¯cd) = r(BHcd) = r(BH¯cd) = 0 for all B ∈ Bˆd−1,c−d .

Proof of theorem 4.1. As in the case of Hˆ(R, l,m), the module H¯(R, l,m) also has a natural grading
given by the number of bonds d:
H¯(R, l,m) =
∞⊕
d=1
H¯d(R, l,m).
In order to prove the theorem, it is enough to show that H¯d(R, l,m) is freely generated by the set
B¯d =
{ k∏
i=1
Θmii Θ¯
m′i
i H
ni
i H¯
n′i
i | k ∈ N; ~m, ~m′, ~n, ~n′ ∈ Nk0 \~0,
k∑
i=1
(
mi +m
′
i + ni + n
′
i
)
= d
}
∪ {U},
consisting of unordered d-products of colored elementary generators.
The symmetric group Sd acts on the coloring c = (c1, c2, . . . , cd) by permuting the coordinates. This
action also permutes elements in the basis Bˆd and the module Hˆd(R, l,m)/Sd is freely generated by the
orbits of Sn, which coincide with B¯d. It follows that H¯d(R, l,m) ∼= Hˆd(R, l,m)/Sd, that is, H¯d(R, l,m)
is freely generated by B¯d. 
5. The non-rigid case
Proof of theorem 3.1. The module Hd(R, l,m) by construction equals to H¯d(R, l,m) in which we impose
the additional isotopy generating move V. It is enough to show that this module is isomorphic to the
quotient module H¯d(R, l,m)/∼ in which we identify Θi with Θ¯i and Hi with H¯i.
If we impose move V, we can clearly switch the parallelity of the generators and it holds Θ¯i = Θi and
H¯i = Hi. On the other hand, if we assume Θ¯i = Θi and H¯i = Hi, we have, for the antiparallel version
of the right-handed move V:
(l4 + 2l2 + 1− l2m2) (15)= l2m2
(
· H¯i + · Θ¯i
)
+
l3m3
1 + l2
(
· H¯i + · Θ¯i
)
= l2m2
(
·Hi + ·Θi
)
+
l3m3
1 + l2
(
·Hi + ·Θi
)
(7)
= (l4 + 2l2 + 1− l2m2) .
Similarly, we have for the parallel version of the right-handed move V:
(l4 + 2l2 + 1− l2m2) (7)= l2m2
(
· H¯i + · Θ¯i
)
+
l3m3
1 + l2
(
· H¯i + · Θ¯i
)
= l2m2
(
·Hi + ·Θi
)
+
l3m3
1 + l2
(
·Hi + ·Θi
)
(18)
= (l4 + 2l2 + 1− l2m2) .
The left-handed twist is treated analogously.

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(a) The Θ-curve Θ31.
A
B C
(b) Corresponding bonded trefoils.
Figure 6. We can associate three bonded knots to a Θ-curve by coloring each of the edges.
6. The refined invariant and examples
In practice, given a link L with d bonds, one can compute the invariant [L]B (the HOMFLYPT skein
module of the class of L in the basis B) by the following set of instructions:
(1) isolate the bonds using move IV,
(2) cut out the bonds using Equation (7) or Equation (15),
(3) compute the HOMFLYPT polynomial of the remaining part of the classical knot.
Observe that in the process of computing [L]B, due to Equations (7) and (15), the final expression
contains d factors l
2m2
1+l2 and (d− 1) factors 1l4+2l2+1−l2m2 , the latter fact is true, since in case of a single
bond, the expressions on the right-hand side of Equations (7) and (18) contain the factor l4+2l2+1−l2m2
due to the following lemma:
Lemma 6.1. Let K0 = and K∞ = be two classical knots everywhere the same except inside
a small disk, where they look as indicated. It holds that the expression (1 + l2)K0 + lmK∞ contains the
factor l4 + 2l2 + 1− l2m2.
Proof. We can perform skein reductions simultaneously on both K0 and K∞, so that the expression
(1 + l2)K0 + lmK∞ is reduced to a linear combination of elements without crossings, i.e. terms of the
form (1 + l2)K ′0 + lmK
′
∞, where K
′
0 and K
′
∞ are crossingless. The links K
′
0 and K
′
∞ differ by one trivial
component. In the case K ′0 = K
′
∞ unionsq U , we have by Lemma 4.1:
(1 + l2)K ′0 + lmK
′
∞ = −(1 + l2)
l + l−1
m
K∞ + lmK ′∞ = −
1
lm
(l4 + 2l2 + 1− l2m2)K ′∞,
in the case K ′∞ = K
′
0 unionsq U , we have
(1 + l2)K ′0 + lmK
′
∞ = (1 + l
2)K ′0 + lm
l + l−1
m
K ′0 = 0.

By adding a move I, an immediate consequence is that for K− = and K∞ = both (1 +
l2)K− + lmK∞ and (1 + l2)K∞ + lmK− contain the factor l4 + 2l2 + 1− l2m2.
We can now define a simplified (shorter, but equivalent to the HOMFLYPT skein module) invariant,
the refined HOMFLYPT expression of a link L with d colored bonds as
(19) P (L) =
(
1 + l2
l2m2
)d
(l4 + 2l2 + 1− l2m2)d−1 [L]B.
If L does not contain any bonds, P (L) is the classical HOMFLYPT polynomial of L.
Example 6.1. We demonstrate the usefulness of the invariant by showing that it can distinguish bonded
structures better than regular Θ-curve analysis. In [3] it is shown that the Θ-curve Θ31 in Figure 6a is
the most common non-trivial prime Θ-curve appearing in knotted proteins with bonds. There are three
possible ways we can color edges of a Θ-curve to obtain a bonded knot. For the curve Θ31 we denote
the associated bonded knots by A, B and C as depicted in Figure 6b. While it is an easy exercise to
check that bonded knots B and C are isotopic, A and B (or A and C) are not.
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−→
Figure 7. Isolating a bond.
Let us first compute P (A). As the bond in knot A does not contain any crossings, we do not need to
isolate it. Observe in equation (15) that if we remove the bond, we obtain the classical trefoil knot and
if we replace it with a negative crossing, we obtain the Hopf link:
P
( )
(15)
=
1 + l2
l2m2
(l2m2H + l3m3
1 + l2
Θ
)
P
( )
+
(
l2m2 Θ +
l3m3
1 + l2
H
)
P
( )
=
(
(1 + l2)H + lmΘ
)
(l−2m2 − 2l−2 − l−4) +(
(1 + l2) Θ + lmH
)
(l−1m−1 − l−1m+ l−3m−1)
= (l−3m− l−3m) − l−4
On the other hand, as the bond of knot B contains crossings, we isolate it using move IV and obtain
the knot on the right-hand side of Figure 7. By removing the bond we obtain the unknot (cf. Figure 6b)
and if we replace it with a crossing, we obtain the link L7n1 in the Thistlethwaite link table, which gives
us:
P
( )
=
1 + l2
l2m2
(
l2m2H +
l3m3
1 + l2
Θ
)
P
( )
+
(
l2m2 Θ +
l3m3
1 + l2
H
)
P
( )
=
(
(1 + l2)H + lmΘ
)
+(
(1 + l2) Θ + lmH
)(− l3m+ 2l3m−1 + lm3 − 4lm+ 3lm−1 − l−1m+ l−1m−1)
= (−lm+ 2lm−1 + l−1m−1 − l−1m) + (2−m2)
Since the refined HOMFLYPT expressions are different, we conclude that A 6= B.
Example 6.2. It is known that toxins from venomous organisms form disulfide-rich peptides and there-
fore provide good examples of bonded knots. We compute the refined HOMFLYPT expression of two
protein complexes: the toxin CN29 of the Mexican Nayarit Scorpion venom in Figure 8a and the toxin
ADWX-1 of the Chinese scorpion venom in Figure 8b, where we close the open chains by a direct segment.
The toxin topologies are indeed different:
H¯′(KCN29) = (l7m−1 − 2l5m+ 3l5m−1 − l3m+ 3l3m−1 + lm−1)
+ (−l6m−2 + l6 − 4l4m2 − 3l4m−2 + 7l4 − l2m2 − 3l2m−2 + 7l2 − 1m−2 + 1)
+ (−l5m+ l5m−1 − 2l3m3 + 3l3m+ 2l3m−1 + 2lm+ lm−1)
+ (−l4m2 + 2l4 − l2m2 + 3l2 + 1) ,
H¯′(KADWX-1) = (−l5m+ l5m−1 + 2l3m−1 + lm−1) + (−l6 − 2l4m2 + 4l4 + 5l2)
+ (−2l5m+ 2l5m−1 − l3m3 + 3l3m+ 3l3m−1 + 2lm− l−1m−1)
+ (−l4m2 + 2l4 + 2l2) .
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(a) CN29 toxin. (b) ADWX-1 toxin.
Figure 8. Ribbon diagrams and the associated bonded knots of the toxins from Cen-
truroides noxius (PDB entry 6NW8) (left) and Mesobuthus martensii (PDB entry 2K4U)
(right).
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